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About This Game

Trimmer Tycoon is a fast survival game. You’re the new owner of a beard-trimming salon - Shavy. Customers start flowing in
with absurd wishes for their beards. Can you satisfy their beardy dreams and keep up with the ever-increasing rent? With only
an electric shaver and a pair of scissors as your tools, you dream of one day becoming the best trimmer millionaire in the pixel

world.

Trimmer Tycoon is a shop management game with simulator elements. You start off with an empty shop which you can later
expand to a bigger and better one. Customers find you quickly and your job is to satisfy their beardy dreams to the best of your
abilities. Attract more customers by decorating your shop and handle rush hours with skilled employees. The customers expect

accurate shaves and colors, but you can’t take too long; the clock is ticking — you need to make enough money to pay rent!
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Title: Trimmer Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Improx Games
Publisher:
Improx Games
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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extremely fun game fast paced and creative you can play it if you're waiting for a download or update or something and the dlcs
are worth it.. Trim someones beard for 10 minutes and then get bored.. This was my first game on Steam! Let me say, it was
awesome! The game, music, and graphics and colors were in my like about this game list!. its a good game
. Remove the "survival" aspect of the game, it'd be generally better without it.. This game is really fun when you have workers
but when your by your self its hard but still fun free game. Don't play unless you like being frustrated. The game is structured in
an impossible way. You are literally unable to progress much past the point you start at. Many of the beards are impossible to
recreate, due to a lack of tools (choice between giant buzzer and scissors that cut out huge chunks at a time) and shape (some
beards don't even fit into the canvas you are given). The rent increases so dramatically that it isn't plausible to ever buy any of
the upgrades, such as a new location, new hires, or decorations. In fact, surviving past 15 minutes seems unlikely. On top of all
this, the actual game mechanics are sketchy at best. There's no way to see how accurate your trimming was, and the subsequent
reward seems random at best. You often get a bigger reward for matching the color alone rather than attempting to trim the
beard. I would NOT recommend this game to anyone, though I should mention that my baby sister had a fantastic time giving
every customer neon green chest hair until the rent timer ran out and forced her to restart the game.. I really like this game, I
read some peoples reviews but all I got from them was they were giving up, I gave it a try and I did pretty well. I love this game
and think they should add more!. 3 Reasons why i hate this game

1. It is SO STRESSFUL to do anything in this game! you only have 60 seconds to worck before you have to pay rent. THat is
not enough time. this time should be longer.
2. This ties in with number 1. the controlls are SO HARD TO USE. the color system is terrible and so hard to find colors. the
trim and cut system is SO HARD TO USE! ive always been cutting off peices without me wanting to. Also idk if this is just for
me but my hand start hurting after 1 shave.
3. it Makes NO SENCE THAT PEOPLE CAN TAKE YOUR MONEY! i would understand people not paying but Im not sure
if its even LEAGAL to take money
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VERRY GOOD GAME. Compared to other free games on Steam, it's not very good. Decent free fun, but judging it positive
just because it's free doesn't really tell anyone about the game. The reason I'm not recommending this game is because I think it
sorely lacks a metric of how close you came to your customer's desired beard, and that I often get game overs with no
explanation what caused to my loss.. This was my first game on Steam! Let me say, it was awesome! The game, music, and
graphics and colors were in my like about this game list!. This game has a very interesting theme and I would recomend you play
it.

10\/10. I love this game, but could you please add a save button. I hate starting over everytime I close the game
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